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Fire behaviour prediction paradox (Rothermel 1987)

•The models and systems aren’t 

accurate enough;

•The models and systems are too 

complicated.

Presumably, crude bur reliable decision aids are 

needed at the field level

The resolution of either one of 

these problems worsens the other.



Purpose of the Quick guide

To provide a simple and quick system to predict the 

probability of self-sustained fire propagation and 

associated rate of spread in prescribed burn operations 

in semi-arid mallee-heath woodlands.



Overview of the Quick guide

To calculate the likelihood of sustained fire propagation 

and, if the likelihood is higher then 50%, the associated 

rate of spread the user needs to follow 4 estimation steps:

Step 1: Estimate fuel characteristics

Step 2: Estimate dead suspended fuel moisture content

Step 3: Estimate the likelihood of sustained propagation

Step 4: Estimate the rate of fire spread in (a) heath or (b) 

mallee vegetation.



Step 1a. Estimate near-surface fuel percent cover score



Step 1b. Estimate elevated fuel hazard score



How to log the data?



Step 2: Dead suspended fuel moisture content assessment

Input values:

•Fuel type (mallee or heath)

•RH

•Air temperature

•Cloud cover (estimate)

Output values:

Basic dead suspended

FMC

corrections

Dead suspended FMC



Step 2: Dead suspended fuel moisture content assessment

10% -2% -0.5%

Dead suspended FMC = 7.5% 



Step 2. Measuring fire weather variables

Conduct weather measurements 

in the bush (not on road) and if 

possible, in the shade.



Step 3: Estimate the likelihood of sustained propagation

Probability Interpretation

< 0.01 Extremely unlikely

0.01 – 0.10 Very unlikely or very improbable

0.10 – 0.33 Unlikely or improbable

0.33 – 0.66 Medium likelihood

0.66 – 0.90 Likely or probable

0.90 – 0.99 Very likely or very probable

> 0.99 Virtual certainty



Step 4: Estimate the rate of spread

Mallee-heath

(Step 4b)

Pure heath

(Step 4a)



Step 4: Estimate the rate of spread

If height = 3m; multiply result by 0.75

If height > 4m; multiply result by 0.6 



Feedback

Feedback on the adequacy of the quick guide is appreciated. We aim to 

improve its usefulness and model accuracy. We solicit users of the guide 

to use the worksheet to inform us of its accuracy by emailing (to 

Miguel.cruz@csiro.au) or fax (02 62421705) copies of filled worksheets. 

mailto:Miguel.cruz@csiro.au
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